
Potential Questions and Issues for DACC 
Visitor Management – April 2020 
 
Question: Can we then “claim” the car parks on Google and Apple Maps and add relevant 
information or is the job of THC? At the moment they are not discoverable.  
 
It may also be helpful to understand if these two hire cars are permanently located in the 
Meadows Car Park and if they pay for this commercial use?  
There is also an abandoned trailer in The Meadows Car Park?   

 
 
In the Retail Park there is an additional parking area (perhaps owned by one of the units), 
that seems to be less well used and has an abandoned vehicle in it. I am not sure if we have 
ever thoughabout this area? The area opposite the stores and outlets is in a bad condition 
with a lot of fly tipping.  
 
Question: Perhaps if we offered to help with painting bays, adding signs to direct visitors 
to the area of town, but discourage overnight parking and cleaning up this area we would 
be supporting these businesses owners and making more use of this space for visitor 
management? 

 



 
 
In addition we have not mentioned, in the plan or discussed, the parking off Argyle Street 
nor the plan for parking at the HUB. There is free parking clearly marked (and the resident 
parking is also clearly marked) however many of the spaces are taken up by abandon cars. A 
local resident pleaded with us to get them moved.  
 
Question: How do we get derelict and abandoned cars removed?  
Question: Will the Hub have customer only parking? Will the gates be locked at night? 
Question: Should we include Argyle Place parking on our maps & information? 

 
 
 
Another area we may want to consider is by the business park. Clearly inside the park there 
is are many businesses that use the parking daily. Two of the businesses did say parking is 
an issue in the Summer. They could, I assume, place customer parking only signs there as its 
private property.  
 
However, this area before the Old Stationhouse is very large, and crucially deep enough for 
motorhomes? Could it be useful for day parking? 
 
Question: Is it private property and / or do we want to add to our plans?  
 
 

 


